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SOUL-CENTERED BASIC SKILL: 
SPIRITUAL CURRICULUM and spiritual ecology— 

COMPLETING UNFINISHED BUSINESS 

“A major problem for all forms of psychotherapy is to motivate the  
patient to do what needs to be done.  He must return to ‘unfinished business,’  

which he left unfinished in the past because it was so painful that he had to flee.” 
u Fritz Perls 

“It is time we place the spiritual energy down into the physical world, and the way 
to do this is through education.  We shall teach and learn to cure ourselves  

rather than alleviate symptoms.  We shall transcend to the point of going through  
something for the last time.  Completion will be part of the spiritual ecology.” 

u John-Roger 
USM Founder 

Excerpted from The Founder’s Message 

ESSENCE: 

When considering your relationship with your parents from inside the context of Spiritual 
Psychology, two foundational principles are particularly relevant.  First, we are Divine Beings 
having and using a human experience.  Second, Earth functions like a school for Spiritual 
Awakening, and everyone registers for their specific curriculum.  

When considered from the perspective of a Soul’s Earth school curriculum, the area of 
relationship with parents is filled with rich Spiritual opportunities for releasing deeply held 
hurts, positions, and grievances based on judgments and limiting interpretations of reality and 
restoring yourself to the Peace and Loving of your Authentic Self.    

Seen in this Light, any disturbance in your relationship with your parents can be viewed as 
involving an ego position, a limiting projection, and how you originally defined the way things 
“should be” based on your Soul’s carefully orchestrated Earth school curriculum designed for 
your Spiritual Awakening.  

Rather than perpetuating the situation through blaming your parents for the way they were/are 
(meaning they didn’t/don’t love you in exactly the way you wanted/want them to), you can 
choose to fully utilize the Soul Line opportunity present, letting go of the emotional pain (hurt, 
anger, resentment, irritation, disappointment, etc.) of the past and compassionately forgiving 
judgments and limiting interpretations (positions), thus releasing yourself from the 
misidentification of yourself as abandoned, rejected, unloved, unlovable, or unworthy.   

In the process of truly completing your unfinished business and experiencing issue resolution, 
you move up the Soul Line into the greater Awareness and experience of the infinite Love, 
Peace, and Joy that you are.  
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PURPOSES/BENEFITS: 

1. Allows you to consider your relationship with your parents from within the Spiritual 
Context as an aspect of your earth school curriculum. 

2. Encourages exploration of the Soul Line opportunities your relationships with your 
parents has provided.  

3. Provides a safe space for exploring, expressing, and releasing emotions in service to 
issue resolution and truly completing unfinished business. 

4. Presents opportunities for Healing and liberation through releasing “positions,” which 
have been “fortified” through judgments, irrational beliefs, and underlying limiting 
misinterpretations of reality, by opening your Heart and experiencing the Freedom 
available through Compassionate Self-Forgiveness. 

5. Opens a space for transcending to the point of going through something “for the last time.” 
 
FACILITATING SPIRITUAL CURRICULUM AND SPIRITUAL ECOLOGY—
COMPLETING UNFINISHED BUSINESS: 

1. Center yourself in your Authentic Self.  Invoke your Inner Counselor. 

2. Always be Aware that you are talking with another LOVING ESSENCE calmly 
experiencing everything their personality or ego is going through regardless of their 
current thoughts, feelings, or behaviors.  Consciously look for that LOVING ESSENCE 
for it is ALWAYS PRESENT. 

3. Remember, the person before you has all the inner resources necessary to effectively 
respond to their situation. 

4. Invite your partner to close their eyes for a moment and consider their relationship with 
their parents in the past and up through the present.  Choose which parent you would 
like to work with during this process.  We encourage you to choose the parent with 
whom you feel you have the greatest charge and opportunity for letting go.   

5. Gently ask whether there are any areas within which they feel their mother or father 
“should have been” or “should be” different from the way they were/are. 

6.* Starting with the most charged area, encourage your partner to explore what it is/was 
they experience(d) as upsetting.  Encourage your partner in fully experiencing and 
expressing their feelings—giving the feelings a voice. 

7. Communicate your Acceptance, Empathy, Compassion, and Understanding to your partner. 

8. Encourage Acceptance, Self-Compassion, and Healing.  For example: 

a) “Are you willing to move into Compassion and Forgiveness in your Heart and let go 
of any ego positions, any judgments, and any misinterpretations, grievances, or 
grudges you’ve held against yourself and/or your mother or father?” (Invite your 
partner to move into their Heart and Compassionate Self-Forgiveness.) 

§§§ 
b) “Are you ready to bring Compassion and the Healing balm of the milk of human 

kindness forward in service to Accepting your mother or father as they were/are 
and receiving the infinite Love that Spirit has for you? ”  (Invite your partner to flood 
the younger one inside with Loving.) 

§§§ 
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c) “Are you willing to allow your mother or father the dignity of their own Soul Line 
opportunities?” (Encourage your partner in sharing with their parents, “Mom/Dad, 
I love, appreciate, and respect you.  I now realize we’re all students in the Earth 
School with opportunities for Healing and learning.”) 

§§§ 
d) “Can you accept that your mother or father were doing the best they knew how 

given their Earth School curriculum?”  (Invite your partner  
§§§ 

9. Invite your partner to bring Blessings of Peace and Loving to the places inside where 
there has been disturbance—and bring forward Compassionate Self-Forgiveness flooding 
with Loving the places inside where there has been hurt, resentment, annoyance, anger, 
irritation, judgment, the illusion of separation, etc.  § 

10. Encourage your partner in making the “Truth is” statements affirming their Essential 
Loving Nature. 

11.* When your partner is ready, invite them to explore the question, “What is my Soul 
seeking to assist me in learning through my relationship with my mother or father, etc.?” 

12.* When you go into the Sanctuary of your Heart, what do you want your mother and/or 
father to know?  Go ahead and tell them. 

13. Invite your partner to close their eyelids … and to receive a Blessing of Healing Grace … 

 FAC:  “I invite you to take in a slow … gentle … deep breath … and to relax in the Sanctuary 
of your Heart … where you are inwardly cradled by the nurturing and Unconditionally 
Loving energy of the Divine Mother … relax and receive of that nurturance and 
Unconditional Loving … breathe it into every cell in your body and all levels of your 
consciousness … And now as you are cradled in Divine Love … open your Heart and receive 
the strength … protection … and caring guidance of the Divine Father … relax and receive … 
Experience the Power of Love washing over you and through you … supporting you in 
Remembering that you are the Love … that you a Beloved Child of God … whole and 
complete … Loving and Beloved …”   

 Hold in the Silence as your partner receives the Blessing. 

14. Prize your partner for their willingness to work with their Spiritual Curriculum and 
complete unfinished business, Remembering who they truly are—a Beloved child of God—
worthy beyond measure.  

*Note:  The steps with the asterisks are places where you can utilize the 4th chair. 

 

 

 
 

 
 

“What does that ‘perfect’ mean?  Is it some sort of utopian ideal?  Does it mean 
that your feet don’t get dirty, that you walk on water, you float through the air?   

The word ‘perfect’ from the Aramaic means ‘brought to completion.’   
The perfected state is not an elevated state but a completed one.” 

u John-Roger 
Spiritual Warrior: The Art of Spiritual Living, p. 14 
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YOUR RELATIONSHIP REMEDY FOR THIS MONTH: 
 
1. What was your Relationship Remedy last month?  
             
              
             
              

2.  A suggestion for your Relationship Remedy this month is to use the closed-eye process in step #13.  
Mary’s recording of this will be available in the USM Online Classroom for your use.  Or if you 
prefer, you could record it in your own voice and use that. 

“I invite you to take in a slow . . . gentle . . . deep breath . . . and to relax in the Sanctuary of 
your Heart . . . where you are inwardly cradled by the nurturing and Unconditionally 
Loving energy of the Divine Mother . . . relax and receive of that nurturance and 
Unconditional Loving . . . breathe it into every cell in your body and all levels of your 
consciousness . . . And now as you are cradled in Divine Love . . . open your Heart and 
receive the strength . . . protection . . . and caring guidance of the Divine Father . . . relax and 
receive . . . Experience the Power of Love washing over you and through you . . . supporting 
you in Remembering that you are the Love . . . that you a Beloved Child of God . . . whole 
and complete . . . Loving and Beloved . . .” 

Hold in the Silence as you allow yourself to receive the Blessing. 

3. And if there’s another Relationship Remedy that’s present for you, you can utilize the space below 
to record it.  Remember, this can be as small as:  

• placing yourself and the person who is the focus of your Relationship Project into 
the Light;  

• asking for Spirit’s assistance for the Highest Good on a daily basis 
• reviewing your Relationship Intentions once a week;  
• listening to Soul Moment:  Mary’s Self-Forgiveness Meditation or Soul Moment:  Flooding 

With Loving Meditation;  
• utilizing your Relationship Rating Scale to track your experience;  
• using Free-Form Writing as a vehicle for writing a letter in which you freely express 

your feelings followed by Compassionate Self-Forgiveness; 
• using a Blessing for Cleansing the Lens of Your Perception as a daily focus. 
• using the Blessing of Healing Grace closed-eye process.   

 We simply encourage you to choose one, simple thing and then follow through with it. 
             
              
              
              
              
              
 
 
 

“We bring the Light in by asking, ‘If this be for my Highest Good and for theirs, then I would like 
the Light to be placed with me and with them and with our situation or relationship.’” 

u John-Roger 
 


